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Conventional tracked excavator ET35
1000368068

Conventional tracked excavator ET35

Material number1000368068

Excavators in the 3.5 tonne class with plenty of sophisticated

detailed solutions, which enhanced productivity - from intuitive

operation to quick maintenance.

Our excavators in the 3.5 tonne class impress with plenty of sophisticated detailed solutions, which enhanced

productivity - from intuitive operation to quick maintenance. The performance is also impressive, because an

optimised engine-pump management provides work cycles that are up to 15% faster.

High thermal resistance: 100% performance at up to 45 degrees ambient temperature•

Increased stability due to the externally guided rollers and optional additional rear weight•

Spacious comfort cab with clearly arranged operator's controls•

General

Shipping weight: 3260 - 4171 kg•

Width / height / transport length: 1,630 / 2,491 / 5,268 mm•

300 mm rubber track•

Dozer blade•

Working light mounted to the boom•

Tool kit, including grease gun and operator's manual•

Engine

Water-cooled YANMAR diesel engine, model 3TNV88, 3-cylinder / 1,642 ccm, net output according to ISO 22.2 kW

(30.2 hp), rated speed 2,400 rpm (level 3a tier IV-i)

•

Auto idling system•

Canopy

Adjustable and suspended comfort seat with mock leather upholstery and safety belt, canopy (and cab) meets the•

Errors and omissions are reserved. The information in this data sheet is based on present knowledge. However, this neither guarantees specific product features nor establishes a legally valid

contractual relationship.
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latest ROPS, TOPS and FOPS* provisions

Hydraulics

Double variable and 2 gear wheel pumps (42.5 + 42.5 + 23.8 + 11.3 l/min)•

Summation regulation•

Hydraulic pilot control via joystick•

Valve control according to ISO, DIN, SAE, PCSA and EURO•

Auxiliary hydraulic connections for two directions of movement, mounted on bucket arm•

Auto2 speed gearbox, 2 travel speeds automatically shifted, 2nd gear manually lockable•

Hydraulic damping for drive pedals and throttle•

Hydraulic oil cooler•

Parking brake for undercarriage and turn motor•

Proportional control for AUX I; adjustable discharge volume via potentiometer•

Please Note

This product availability can vary from country to country. It is possible that information / products may not be available in your country. More

detailed information on engine power can be found in the operator's manual; the started power may vary due to specific operating conditions Subject

to alterations and errors expected. Applicable also to illustrations.
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